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                 2016 - 2015العام الدراسC                                                                                                                                                                       د<لة الك?     

 الثالثة  هاDة الفرة الدراسEة اختبار                                                                                                 رة الربEة                                                                       <زا    
 اجال الدراسC : اللغة اJجلEزDة                                                                                                                                                 التعلEمEة   الفر <انEةم9طقة 

 ) العلمC < اHدبC (       عشر الثانCالصف  ا                                                                                  للغة اJجلEزDة                                                    العام الت?جE; الفي 
 صفحات  مان اHسئلة  ي                                                     الزمن  : ساعتان  < نصف                                                                                                

 
 
 

  
   

 
 

)かとゆむ ة6ت (かâと祈管½を – げ＿諺嫌こ½を  ， ╋，よç粥を ぇぃぴ＿され岳を かぴだß -祈缶っぴこ½を– かぐç½を，  ゆよç粥を ぇぃこ£½を かÜ【れ‶ –  か＾．ぺÜ½を é『ぃで．½を – めびを．ç½を– きをむよù粥を(  

Total Mark 160 
 

I-Vocabulary (24 Marks)  
                                                                                 

A) Choose the most suitable answers from a, b, c and d :( 4 x 3½ = 14 Marks) 
 

  1. Last night's……………………caused a lot of damage to buildings in our vicinity.   
      

a. expectation                                                                             b. contentment  
 

c. blizzard                                                                                   d. cookery  
 
2. Mexico City is one of the most…………………………. populated cities in the world.    

     a. seamlessly                                                                               b. densely  

     c. vice versa                                                                                d. customarily 

3. My cousin is so imaginative, he always dreams of living in a/an ……………………..palace.  
 

    a. geriatric                                                                                    b. embarrassed  

    c. shallow                                                                                     d. palatial  
 

4. The leaders' meetings helped to …………………. good relations among their countries. 
 
    a. promote                                                                                    b. deserve  

    c. reverse                                                                                     d. resign 
 

B) Fill in the spaces with the suitable word(s) from the list :( 4 X 2½ = 10 Marks) 
 

hustle and bustle / frequently /doctorate / conceal /  biography 
 
5. The hardest moment is when you try to ………………….the tears in your eyes with a smile 
     on your lips. 
 
6. My sister received a ……………………..in Political Science from the University of Denver  
     in 2010. 

 
7. To know more about Charles Dickens, I recommend you to read his…… …………………. 
 
8. He moved to live in the countryside away from …………………………of city life. 
 
 
 

 
24 
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   ゆぃっこほ〉 éぐ½を をゞüぃた½を  よゑび                          をお祈管ù½ か＿れをゆめ½を かた½ぃた½を                     2015/2016                 かひùぐ½を êßゆ (2) 
 

 

II-Grammar (20 Marks) 
 

A) Choose the correct answers from a, b, c and d: (4 X 2½ = 10  Marks) 
 

 

9. It is so hard to repair your watch yourself .It's better to ……………………. by a specialist.  
 

     a. have it repaired                                                                       b. has repaired it        
     c. have been repaired                                                                  d. had been repairing 
 

10. My uncle is a diabetic, so the doctor advised him to do …………………sugar.  
                                                                                                               

a. with                                                                                 b. without 
     c. up                                                                                            d. away 
 

11. I asked my grandfather……..………………. time he preferred the past or the present.  
         
     a. where                                                                            b. who  
     c. what                                                                              d. which  
  

 

12. Well, ………………..shouting and crying, calm down and tell me your problem. 
 

     a. in comparison with                                                                 b. instead of   
 c. however                                                                                  d. whereas 
 

B)-Do as shown in brackets:  (2 X 5 = 10 ) 
  
 

13. I'll never forget the excitement I felt when I saw Al-Kaaba for the first time.  
                                                                                                                 (Begin with Never) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
    
14. "We don't have disputes about anything"                                                 (Reported Speech)  
 
My friends said………………………………………………………….………………………. 
                      

 

III-Language Functions (20 Marks) 
 

Write what you would say in the following situations: (4 x 5 = 20 Marks) 
 
 

15. Your friend looks tired and cannot concentrate as he / she doesn’t get enough sleep. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
16. Kuwaiti women have proved to be equal to men in some occupations . 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
17. One of your friends asks you why you support  preserving old buildings and monuments. 
 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
18 .Your hotel reservation was cancelled without prior notice. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 

 
20 
 
 

 
20 
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                ゆぃっこほ〉 éぐ½を をゞüぃた½を  よゑび                お祈管ù½を か＿れをゆめ½を かた½ぃた½を                   6201/5201               かひùぐ½を êßゆ (3) 

 
II- Set Book Questions (16 Marks)  

 
 
 

A) In meaningful sentences, answer Only Two of the following questions:  ( 2 X 6 = 12M )  
 
 

(Module 3- Unit 7 Lesson 1)   
   

 19. From your point of view, how can we keep physically fit?     
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
                                                       (Module 3- Unit 8- Lesson 1) 
 

20. If it is up to you to decide where to live, which place would you prefer most: the country or                
      the city and why?    
……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 (Module3- Unit 9- Lesson 1) 
 

21.  How have traditional pastimes and leisure activities changed in the modern world ?  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 
Literature Time (  Great Expectations   ) 

 

B) In meaningful sentences, answer Only ONE of the following questions:  (1 X 4 = 4M )  
 

(Episode 1) 
 

     22. In your opinion how should we deal with strangers? 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 

 (Episode1) 
 

23. What may push some children to tell lies? 
 ……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
16 
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   ゆぃっこほ〉 éぐ½を をゞüぃた½を  よゑび                   お祈管ù½を か＿れをゆめ½を かた½ぃた½を                  6201/5201                     かひùぐ½を êßゆ (4) 
 

V- Writing (30 Marks) 
 

    Our grandparents represent our past and influence our present. Therefore we should give them  
the respect they deserve. In (12 sentences 140 words) plan and write a report about how we can 
show respect to the elderly discussing the following ideas: 
 

-The importance of the elderly in our life 
-The things we should do to revere them 
- How you would like to be treated by your grandchildren 
 
       

 
 
Outline  ( 3 Marks )   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Ideas, paragraphing Outlining Spelling and structure HW, spacing and 
Punctuation 

Total Mark 

22 3          3          2       30 
3 marks to be deducted from the total mark for changing the format – Off point topics receive zero 

 
30 
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  ゆぃっこほ〉 éぐ½を をゞüぃた½を  よゑび                      お祈管ù½を か＿れをゆめ½を かた½ぃた½を                   6201/5201                   かひùぐ½を êßゆ (5)   
 

 

Write your topic here (27 Marks) 
 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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   ゆぃっこほ〉 éぐ½を ゞüぃた½をを  よゑび                    お祈管ù½を か＿れをゆめ½を かた½ぃた½を                    2015/2016                  かひùぐ½を êßゆ (6) 
 

VI- Reading Comprehension (40 Marks)  

Read the following passage then answer the questions below:  

       By the year 1000, Arabian traders had found many wonderful treasures in India, but perhaps 

the most precious trading goods were spices. These traders brought rare and strange spices like 

cumin and pepper from India. They then offered these spices to their countrymen and to Europe. 

Through this trade they were able to make fortunes. 
 

     Today, when spices are cheaper and more widely available, it seems unbelievable that they were 

once a royal luxury and those men were willing to risk their lives to acquire them. In 1497, four 

tiny ships sailed southward from Portugal in two-year journey, under the guidance of Captain 

Vasco da Gama. He was searching for a new route to the spice lands of Asia. Although only two of 

the four ships returned safely to their home port, they brought back a cargo of spices worth 60 

times the cost of the voyage, making da Gama a wealthy man. Rich people were eager to exchange 

their gold for his pepper and cinnamon. Cinnamon was particularly valued for use in funeral 

ceremonies when a wealthy person died. Vanilla was another favorite of the rich because, when 

mixed with cacao, it made a previously unknown, delicious drink. Pepper was the most precious 

spice of all, often used as a form of money, particularly when rent had to be paid. 
 

        The people of those times used spices, as we do today, to improve or vary the flavors of their 

food. Spices were also used to disguise the taste of food that was not fresh. Without the addition of 

spices it would have been too unpleasant to eat. In times when there was no refrigeration, spices 

were also used for preserving food, such as meat, for a year or more. In the 16th century, cloves 

were commonly used both to preserve food and for medicinal purposes. It is fascinating to note that 

cloves are still used in the same way in some modern food. Later, mustard and ground mustard 

were also found to have preservative qualities. When spices were not available, people often went 

hungry because they could not prevent their food from going bad. 
      
        Many people around the world work in very difficult conditions to produce spices for us. 

Much of the work is done by hand and very specific skills are needed. These skills have been 

handed down from generation to generation, but there is now some concern that younger people 

no longer want to do this sort of work because they prefer to go to the cities and work in office 

jobs. 
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  A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d:  (4 x 4½ =18)      

24. The best title for the passage would be.......................................... 
     a. Trade in the past.          
     b. Treasure in Portugal 
     c. Spices; origin and importance.        
     d. Making money. 
 

25. The underlined pronoun their in the 2nd   paragraph refers to.......................................... 
a. the spice lands        
b. rich people 
c. 60 times 
d. four ships 

 

26. The main idea of the 2nd paragraph is about...................................... 
a. Ways of cooking spices. 
b. The uses of cumin. 
c. Spices were the source of wealth. 
d. Traditions surrounding spices. 

 

27. The underlined word   disguise in the 3rd paragraph is closest in meaning to …………… 
      a. believe 
      b. hide 

  c. trade 
      d. value  
 
 

B) Answer the following questions:   (3 x 4 =12 ) 
 

28. How were Arabian traders able to make fortunes by the year 1000? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
29. Rich people were eager to exchange their gold for certain types of spices. Give examples. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
30.Why don't young people nowadays want to work in producing spices? 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………….  

C)Summary Making ( 10 ) 
 

In not less than four sentences, summarize the 3rd paragraph in answer to the following question:  
What are the different uses of spices? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………….  
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………….  
 

 
40 
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   ゆぃっこほ〉 éぐ½を ゞüぃた½をを ゑび よ                     お祈管ù½を か＿れをゆめ½を かた½ぃた½を               2014/2015                     かひùぐ½を êßゆ (8) 

 

VII- Translation (10 Marks) 
 
 
 

 
 A)With reference to the 1st   paragraph , translate the following  into good Arabic:  (6 M) 
 
 

   By the year 1000, Arabian traders had found many wonderful treasures in India, but perhaps the 

most precious trading goods were spices. These traders brought rare and strange spices like cumin 

and pepper from India. They then offered these spices to their countrymen and to Europe. 

Through this trade they were able to make fortunes. 

 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………….  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………….  

 
 

 

B) Translate into English: (4 M)    
 

         1-  ギャゅカ  りゲΑコヱ メヱぺ ラほよ ユヤバゎ モワ:  ュゅハ ヶプ ラゅミ るΒわΑヲムャや るョヲムエャや ヶプ りぺゲョや2005∨  
 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………….  

 
       2-  ギヰプゲΑヲトわャやヱ テΒトガわャや るらΒボェ ゅヰΒャや れギレシぺ ギホヱ ポケゅらヨャや るョヲダバョ りギΒジャや ゅヰルま ,ユバル : ヵケやキΙや.  

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………….  
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